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1              JUDGE VON QUALEN:  By the authority

2 vested in me by the Illinois Commerce Commission,

3 I know call Docket No. 13-0380.  This docket

4 concerns a complaint filed by Roger C. Miller

5 against Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren

6 Illinois.  The Complaint concerns billing and/or

7 charges in Shelbyville, Illinois.

8                  May I have the appearances for

9 the record.  First, Mr. Miller, would you give

10 your name, your address and your telephone number?

11             MR. MILLER:  Roger Miller, 908 West

12 North 14th Street, Shelbyville, Illinois 62565.

13 My telephone number is (217) 774-4198.

14             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Thank you.  And on

15 behalf of the Respondent?

16             MR. DEARMONT:  This is Eric Dearmont

17 on behalf of Ameren Illinois Company, d/b/a Ameren

18 Illinois.  My business address is 190 Chouteau

19 Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.  My business

20 telephone number (314) 554-3543.

21             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Thank you.  Are ther e

22 any others wishing to enter an appearance?
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1                       (No response.)

2              JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Let the record show

3 no response.

4                  This matter comes on for a

5 prehearing conference this morning.  The purpose

6 of the conference is to set a schedule and determin e

7 how we are going to conduct this case.

8                  My first question is for Ameren.

9 Mr. Dearmont, will Ameren be filing an answer?

10             MR. DEARMONT:  We do intend to file an

11 answer, Judge.  And looking at my calendar, it look s

12 like we have an internal meeting scheduled to discu ss

13 the case next Monday.  Given that timing, I would

14 provide to file an answer by July 12th.

15             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  And

16 Mr. Dearmont, have you spoken to Mr. Miller?

17             MR. DEARMONT:  I have not.

18             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  Let me

19 give you a brief overview how we conduct cases here

20 at the Illinois Commerce Commission.  Cases are a

21 little different here than what they are at other

22 places.  What we do is we have a schedule for
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1 testimony.  Instead of presenting testimony live

2 at hearing here at the Commission, what we do is we

3 have each party file a narrative description of

4 their position as testimony.

5                  In other words, you would write

6 something similar to a letter or you could write

7 it in question and answer form.  It's however you

8 would like, but you would tell -- put in that

9 narrative everything you think I and the

10 Commissioners would need to know to determine

11 whether the allegations in your Complaint are

12 correct.

13                  You may attach any kind of

14 documentation that you may think is necessary.

15 If you have more than just yourself who would

16 need to present testimony, you can present the

17 testimony of more than one witness.  What you

18 have to recall is that the only thing we know

19 about the situation right now is what you have

20 in front of us in this formal complaint.

21                  So all of the details would

22 need to be provided.  When you -- when you have
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1 prepared that, you will then file it with the

2 Clerk's office here at the Commission.

3                  You can do that by mail or you

4 can do it electronically if you do internet things

5 and you must also serve me, the Judge, and you

6 must serve the Respondent.  You must serve everyone

7 on the service list, which I  think is just the

8 Respondent and me.  We each will need a copy of

9 your testimony.

10                  After you have filed and served

11 your testimony, then Ameren will have an opportunit y

12 also to file and serve testimony and they will tell

13 what their side of this fact scenario is.  They wil l

14 serve that testimony on you and on me and they will

15 file it at the Clerk's office.

16                  And then you will have another

17 opportunity to again file a narrative testimony

18 responding and saying why you think they are wrong

19 or if you, in fact, agree with them, you can say

20 that too.

21                  After those pieces of testimony

22 have been filed and served, we will set a date for
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1 an evidentiary hearing and that will be your

2 opportunity and Ameren's opportunity to ask

3 questions of each other's witnesses.

4                  It won't be necessary for you

5 to present additional facts unless Ameren asks

6 you questions and then you will be able to

7 present facts.

8                  After the evidentiary hearing,

9 there will be an opportunity for briefs and then

10 there will be a proposed order, which will be

11 my proposal of how the Commission could determine

12 the case.

13                  If you need any information from

14 Ameren regarding your direct or your rebuttal

15 testimony, you may serve what is called discovery

16 on Ameren and that is that you may have to send the m

17 written questions asking for documents or informati on

18 if it's documents and information that you need in

19 order to present your view of the facts and that

20 Ameren has in their possession, but that you do not

21 have in your possession.

22                  The discovery is conducted outside
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1 of my knowledge really unless there is a problem.

2 If you ask for information and Ameren does not

3 give it to you and you believe they have it and

4 they should give it to you, then you would file

5 a motion or somehow do something on E docket that

6 would draw attention to the problem.

7                  So Ameren has indicated they will

8 file an answer by July 12th.  How much time would

9 you need to write your direct testimony?

10              MR. MILLER:  July 12th is a convenient

11 time for me also.

12              JUDGE VON QUALEN:  I would suggest

13 that you wait until after you see what they write

14 in their answer --

15              MR. MILLER:  Okay.

16              JUDGE VON QUALEN:  -- because you will

17 probably want to respond to that.

18              MR. MILLER:  That's right.

19              JUDGE VON QUALEN:  I would suggest at

20 least two weeks, three or four would be fine.  It

21 generally takes people longer than what they think

22 it's going to take when they start actually trying
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1 to write something down and figure out what exactly

2 you want to present.

3                       We have a year before we have

4 to be done with this case.  So we have enough time

5 that everybody should have enough time to present

6 their case.

7                  How about -- three weeks from

8 the date of their answer would be August 2nd.

9 That's a Friday.

10             MR. MILLER:  That's fine.

11             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  And Mr. Dearmont,

12 how much time would Ameren need to file response

13 testimony after August 2nd?

14             MR. DEARMONT:  Judge, I would propose

15 to file on August 23rd, which is three weeks after

16 the second.

17             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  And then ,

18 Mr. Miller, how much time after that?  We come up o n

19 the Labor Day holiday then.  Three weeks would be

20 September 13.

21             MR. MILLER:  That's fine.

22             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  And for
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1 an evidentiary hearing, would Tuesday, September 24 th

2 work for the parties?

3             MR. MILLER:  I'm okay with that.

4             MR. DEARMONT:  Give me one second,

5 Judge.  That will work.

6             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.

7             MR. MILLER:  You said September 24th on

8 that last thing?

9             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Yes, I did.  And I

10 would suggest 10:00 a.m., if that works?

11             MR. MILLER:  That's fine.

12             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Now, if the parties

13 wish to, we can set a status hearing sometime betwe en

14 then, which you could, Mr. Miller, just call in and

15 that would -- the purpose of that would just be to

16 talk about if anything came up that needed to be

17 resolved or whatever, any questions or something.

18             MR. MILLER:  Okay.

19             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  How about if we set

20 a status hearing for the week of August 26th, which

21 would be after the Company filed their rebuttal

22 testimony?  We could have a status hearing on
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1 Thursday, the 29th, at 9:30.

2             MR. MILLER:  Thursday, the 29th.

3              MR. DEARMONT:  That would work for the

4 Company.

5             MR. MILLER:  That's fine.

6             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Now, Mr. Miller, if

7 something happens and you are unable to prepare you r

8 testimony by this August 2nd date, what you need to

9 do is contact Mr. Dearmont and talk to him about it

10 and if the two of you are in agreement about an

11 extension, let me know what your agreement is.  If

12 you are not in agreement, then you just need to fil e

13 something asking for additional time.

14                  As I said, there is enough time fo r

15 that if something happens and somebody cannot meet

16 these deadlines, they can be moved.

17             MR. MILLER:  Okay.

18             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Do you have any

19 questions?

20             MR. MILLER:  That's a swirl of dates

21 here and procedures.  I guess I would just ask you

22 to just give me a skeleton outline summary, binge,
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1 binge, binge, these four points or these four dates

2 that I have to hit with what information, please.

3             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Certainly.  First

4 of all, it's very important that when you're going

5 to file written testimony -- and when you file it,

6 you must file it with the Clerk here at the

7 Commission.  You must give a copy to me.

8             MR. MILLER:  Right.

9             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  And you must give a

10 copy to Ameren, Mr. Dearmont.

11              MR. MILLER:  One, two, three.

12             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  And then the dates w e

13 have determined would be August 2, 2013, for your

14 detective testimony, which is going to be your

15 narrative explaining everything you think the

16 Commission and I would need to know in order to

17 understand what your Complaint is and what the

18 rationale is and what you want to happen because of

19 your Complaint.

20                  On August 23, 2013, the Company is

21 going to file its rebuttal testimony and I think we

22 have determined you don't have an email address.  S o
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1 it's going to be sent to you by mail and their

2 rebuttal testimony is going to respond to your

3 Complaint and say their version of the facts and

4 whether or not they agree with you about what you

5 have asked for.

6                  And then on September -- let's go

7 back.  August 29th, we are going to have a status

8 hearing and that's going to be by telephone.  And

9 Mr. Dearmont, will you send Mr. Miller a copy of

10 the telephone number or even better, if you could

11 send it to me sometime in the next day or two, I

12 will include it in the notice and have the notice

13 served.

14             MR. DEARMONT:  Great.  Yes, we would be

15 happy to do that, Judge.

16              JUDGE VON QUALEN:  So you will get a

17 notice in the mail about the status hearing and the

18 notice will have the telephone number that you can

19 call in and that is really the best way to

20 participate because there may very well be nothing

21 to talk about at that status hearing.

22             MR. MILLER:  All right.
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1             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  So after the August

2 29th status hearing at 9:30, then you are going to

3 have another opportunity to file testimony and this

4 is going to be testimony responding to whatever the

5 Company has put in their testimony.  That will be

6 due on September 13, 2013.

7                  Then we will have our evidentiary

8 hearing.  It will be September 24th at 10:00 a.m.

9 As I discussed, the purpose of the evidentiary

10 hearing is for the parties to ask each other

11 questions.

12                  If you realize after you read

13 the Company's testimony and you filed your rebuttal

14 testimony that you have no questions for the

15 Company's witness and if the Company determines it

16 has no questions for you, the two parties should

17 communicate with each other that because then

18 there would be no reason for you to drive here

19 from Shelbyville.

20                  We could do that hearing by

21 telephone, too, because that hearing would just

22 be a matter of going on the record and I will
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1 identify the testimony that you have provided,

2 Mr. Miller, and I will request of you if it's

3 true and correct -- I will swear you in as a

4 witness and you will have to testify that

5 everything that you have said is true and correct

6 to the best of your knowledge and the same will

7 Be true of the Company witness.

8                  If that's all we are going to do i s

9 swear the witnesses in to lay a foundation for thei r

10 testimony, there is really no reason for you to dri ve

11 here.

12             MR. MILLER:  Okay.

13             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  If you want to, we

14 are always happy to have company.  That's perfectly

15 all right, but we don't want to waste people's time .

16             MR. MILLER:  Sure.  Certainly.

17             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  After the hearing,

18 we will talk about dates for you to file your brief s,

19 but we don't really need to get into that right now .

20 We will determine those dates by agreement at the

21 close of the hearing.

22                  Does that answer your questions?
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1              MR. MILLER:  Yes.

2              JUDGE VON QUALEN:  You may always ask

3 the -- call the Clerk's office and ask them or you

4 can -- if you just go straight in the door here,

5 that's the Clerk's office.  If you have any questio ns

6 about procedurally how to file things --

7             MR. MILLER:  Right.

8             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  -- they are very

9 helpful.

10              MR. MILLER:  Okay.  Very good.

11             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Mr. Dearmont, do you

12 have anything else this morning?

13             MR. DEARMONT:  Not at this time.  I tak e

14 that back.  I did want to confirm, Mr. Miller, that

15 the best way to reach you is by telephone?

16             MR. MILLER:  Yes.

17             MR. DEARMONT:  You don't use email at

18 this time?

19              MR. MILLER:  I do not.

20             MR. DEARMONT:  Okay.  Good to know.

21 Thank you very much.

22             JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  If there
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1 is nothing further, I will continue this matter to

2 August 29, 2013, at 9:30 a.m.  Thank you.

3             MR. DEARMONT:  Thank you.

4                       (Whereupon, the matter was

5                        continued to August 29, 2013 ,

6                        at 9:30 a.m.)
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